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About This Game

[Story]
With the development of science and technology,

a kind of robot slave is invented by humans. But one day,
the robots have started to fight for

their own nation with self consciousness after their cores are awaken.
But Yuka, an awaken robot, has decided to help humans terminate the robots' rebellion.

[About This Game]
This is a 2D Action Game with the following levels of difficulty:
Standard: Even those that are not used to action games can enjoy.

Advance: Intermediate Level.
Expert: Expert Level.

No Future: For the best of the best.

* Clothing has a durability parameter. Once it reaches 0, it will be broken.

* There are 8 usable characters, They each have their own individual battle styles.

* Develop your base, strengthen your machine, gain skills, improve your special attacks,
explore random dungeons and other such replayability full elements.
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* KAKIN Point System: You can use these points to unlocked features like "Unlimited Revives"
but you don't actually have to KAKIN (pay additional money)

(It's like a in game meta referring to out of game KAKIN style, pay to win play.)

[System]
* 8 usable characters (including YUKA). The characters in the main sample image.

Yuka / Rurumu / LittleSnow / W'SYS / Nashi / Forest / Jilelen /Rusu
Each with different kinds of weapons and play styles.

* Special Attack / Enhancement System.
When you defeat bosses you will receive Battle Chips that can be used to

gain new Special Abilities. Gain experience during battle to enhance.

[Voice Acting]
Yuka: Ritsuka Mizutani

Rurumu SatouShio
LittleSnow: Mimi Mikami
W'SYS: Ritsuka Mizutani
Nashi: Ritsuka Mizutani

Forest: SatouShio
Jilelen: Mimi Mikami

Rusu: Keito Tsuzuki / Ritsuka Mizutani
Furamu: Ritsuka Mizutani

Confirm system compatibility via the trial version.

==
History

==
2018/10/10 Ver1.01 Bug Fix

And we have something in our blog:
https://celusisstudio.blogspot.com/
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core awaken the yuka

A card game with half naked girls? What more could a guy want?

While it clearly has some faults I still think it's a great game, There are a lot of gamemodes to play though the main two you will
use are the story mode and dungeon. Along with those modes it also has Challenge mode (Weekly battle that puts you up against
strong enemies to get the best score which then gives you some powerful cards depending on your placement on the
leaderboard), PvC (Just a simple Ai Battle with variing difficlties with card packs as a reward for the harder difficlties), PvP
(Haven't tried yet, Don't think there are many players), Goddess battles (Also haven't played because you need to finish the story
first) and Level Cap Breaker (Used to raise a cards max level from 60 upto 1000).

Some of the problems I have with the game include how long it takes for card animations to start\/finish, The repeating of
certain skills, being unable to inspect the card attacking you when it asks you to select a defending card, Not knowing if a battle
will have a ton of Mp or a small amount of Mp before you pick a deck and not being able to copy a deck from one gamemode to
use on another.

Ultimately I think it's easy to see if you'll enjoy the game or not within the first 2 hours, New players should head straight into
the story mode to unlock new packs and get some freebies and make sure to do the weekly challenge since even if you come last
on the leaderboard you'll get useful cards.. This is a really simple game that's actually pretty cool to mess around with. Be sure to
take at least a few minutes to try different things because the more you play the more you realize you can do. The biggest flaw is
that there's no music or sound. That would add a lot more to this game.. Do not buy into this!!
and that's why:

1. it's take 8-10 min to find match
2. do you think you now safe from hackers? think again. in my first match my team counter a WH, everyone abboned the
match.
3. you cant press TAB to see scoreboard in match
4. your matches dosnt recorded so you cant see stats of previous game.
5. every map is missing texture.
6. 128 tickrate servers in my A**
7. and most important: ITS A MASSIVE MALWARE. send thier client to your Anti-Malware progrem Support and see what
they are telling you.
8. Very very toxic community. if you want some liitle kid to ♥♥♥♥♥ you, be my guest.. FOR ME ONE OF THE BEST
SHOOTERS ON STEAM BEHIND ENTER THE GUNGEON THOUGH I LOVE HOW SHOTGUN SHELLS AND
BULLETS STAY ON THE FLOOR AND YOU CAN CLEARLY SEE THERE HAS BEEN A BATTLE TOOK PLACE I
LVOE THIS GAME you buy ammo ghuns buy robot companion go to a website to see where you stand on leaderboards type it
in goodle also some secrets are hard to find but in general you can see where the weak walls are it sjust annoying losing accuracy
shooting walls you cannot see THATS THE ONLY DOWNSIDE TO THIS GAME AMAZING I STARTED CAMPAIGN ON
HARD AND BELEIVE ME ITS HARD. The true 8-bit Atari 5200 style game with some seriously deep content.. Game does
not work.
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I was originally put of this game purely due to the graphics itself. If this is an issue for you then wait for the remake OR have a
look at the new mod that adds a HD finish.

The game's story has to be one of the greatest plots in FF history. As approved by literally every gamer alive. I have this on
multiple consoles and I've loved reliving it every time. I wait (in)patiently for the release of the remake but replaying this will
suffice for now.

The characters are great, the villain, even better.
Even for its year of release the graphics aren't dreadful, excluding the character models of course.

Materia was a great feature in this title, with the ability to individually level up abilities themselves rather than just the party
adds a whole level of customisation to your game, in theory you'll be designating jobs to party members by assigning specific
materia to them and not others.

 Buying materia and selling them once mastered is a great gil making technique

9\/10. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥this is hard. Simply... awesome, My favourite game is Hotline Miami... and, A COMIC?!

Its fantastic try to join 1 and 2... simply awesome.. This is not only the best Kart Racing sim but for me the most realistic feeling
racing sim out there.
Very well done. (you don't feel like you're struggling in a physics lesson on ice like many of the best selling sims where you need
to put in too many frustrating hours until they become fun)
This sim is immediately exhilarating and feels real the moment you put your foot down. If you've driven Karts before you get a
good sense of feeling the limits and every lap can be rewarding from the moment you play. When you come off the throttle or
hard accelerate through corners there is some weighty feel to the Karts and the force feedback has been done well without being
overwhelming like others. The karts just feel right (unlike the Karts in Automobilista where I felt like you're on a bed of springs
under power and braking and then a Jet Ski on water when lifting off, horrible in comparison)

For me it's worth every penny as I've always missed Karting from my younger days and have never had enough money to start
again. The feeling came straight back. I purchased a T150 wheel and Playseat Challenge on a budget and I'm using an old 720P
projector so sacrificing graphic quality for the big screen experience, but I wouldn't have been disappointed if I'd paid for more
expensive kit. (To hire a 2-stroke Kart you're looking at \u00a3100-200 euros per hour)

Unfortunately there is no AI to race (yet?) there are some online servers where you need to be lucky to find others at the same
time. It does have your fastest laps in a Ghost Kart which is an excellent trainer and you will keep improving.
If you're serious about wanting to experience the buzz of 2-stroke Karting (where F1 drivers learnt and still use to train in the
winter) then buy this and encourage your friends to get it too.

If you go to the developer's forum you can find organised online race events with people who seem friendly and helpful who are
racing for the buzz of Karting not their egos. There are also links to download extra tracks like Kimbolton in the UK where they
hold the Super One finals and Formula TKM festival.
Having the three Genk Belgium tracks as standard is a great coup as this has been one of the best Karting facilities in Europe.
The small Genk hire Kart circuit encourages so much race craft you'll also see seasoned racers there in real life honing their
skills (and probably on this software too).
My only wish is for the developers to add the slower and heavier Sodi Kart 390cc 4-stroke to help train the rest of the family as
even the Mini 2-stroke Karts are manic.. interesting. The game is really great and funny. But there's a bug at the end of the game
and you can't finish it.
I don't know if it's because of windows 10? Maybe.

The devs don't answer on the forum and the publisher don't answer to email.
I will let this negative review until they fix this.. "if your looking for a game about popping pills, then you probably might need
help, but this game is really fun arcade score attack and I'd advise considering this game."

This game is intense, no doubt about it. Its a simple mechanic, of two coloured pills each level. You can switch colours between
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the two and match to maximise score. Although im not a big fan of dubstep, the music is still impressive and well done, I do like
the way the colours compliment eachother and the way the levels ramp up makes the game really hard. The powerups are fun
and interesting and overall the game is impressive.

A game is nothing without its faults, It has a very strange screen resoulution, screaming that this is a phone game aswell, and
personally i think the powerups came in rediculously frequently. I also think the bright colours may or may not hurt peoples
eyes.

In conclusion, if your looking for a game about popping pills, then you probably might need help, but this game is really fun
arcade score attack and I'd advise considering this game.

7\/10. Hard, but good sequel of the previous games.

New Star Manager New patch available (1.1.0):
Version 1.1.0 adds BETA controller support for players using all language options.
Version 1.1.0 also contains a fix for users of Radeon graphics cards who were encountering missing graphics (white screens).
. New patch available (1.0.1):
Just one fix for this patch. Should be a fix for the plain screen on boot. If you are still having problems, please let us know.. 
New patch available (1.0.3):
Version 1.0.3 contains a graphical update with a higher-fidelity game world.
It also contains BETA support for controllers/gamepads.

Please use the Steam discussion forum or contact us via support@newstargames.com or "New Star Soccer" on Facebook to let
us know how we can improve the game's controller support.

PLEASE NOTE: Controller support is currently only available for users who are playing using the English language option.
Controller support for other languages will follow in a future update.
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